
From: Sunset Advisory Commission
To: Brittany Calame
Subject: FW: Public Input Form for Agencies Under Review (Public/After Publication)
Date: Monday, May 14, 2018 7:55:20 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: sundrupal@capitol.local [mailto:sundrupal@capitol.local]
Sent: Saturday, May 12, 2018 10:35 AM
To: Sunset Advisory Commission <Sunset@sunset.texas.gov>
Subject: Public Input Form for Agencies Under Review (Public/After Publication)

Agency: TEXAS DEPARTMENT MOTOR VEHICLES TDMV

First Name: Charles

Last Name: Licciardi

Title: Homeowner starting to plan retirement

Organization you are affiliated with: Save the Texas Dune Buggy

Email: 

City: Virginia Beach

State: Virginia

Your Comments About the Staff Report, Including Recommendations Supported or
Opposed:
I recommend that if they're going to ban dune buggies, they need to ACCURATELY define the term first. Not just
"it looks like a dune buggy", as different people have different interpretations of what constitutes a buggy.
Otherwise it's arbitrary and random. As a buggy owner beginning to plan for retirement, I must say Texas has fallen
from the top 2 locations straight to the bottom of the list because of this.

Buggy owners SUPPORT safety inspections and standards just as much as everyone else (if not more so). Work
with us to get the dangerous junk off the roads, while not taking out others unnecessarily. It's what both sides want,
isn't it?

Any Alternative or New Recommendations on This Agency:
I recommend that if they're going to ban dune buggies, they need to ACCURATELY define the term first. Not just
"it looks like a dune buggy", as different people have different interpretations of what constitutes a buggy.
Otherwise it's arbitrary and random. As a buggy owner beginning to plan for retirement, I must say Texas has fallen
from the top 2 locations straight to the bottom of the list because of this.

Buggy owners SUPPORT safety inspections and standards just as much as everyone else (if not more so). Work
with us to get the dangerous junk off the roads, while not taking out others unnecessarily. It's what both sides want,
isn't it?

My Comment Will Be Made Public: I agree
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